We present the Hamiltonian formulation of the Dirichlet p-brane action. We rewrite the recently proposed quadratic D-brane action in terms of generalized shift vector and lapse function. The first class and the second class constraints are explicitly seperated for the bosonic case. We then impose the gauge conditions in such a way that only time-independent gauge transformations are left. In this gauge we obtain the light-cone Hamiltonian which is quadratic in the field momenta of scalar and vector fields. The constraints are explicitly solved to eliminate part of the canonical variables. The Dirac brackets between the remaining variables are computed and shown to be equal to simple Poisson brackets for the bosonic D-brane. The generalization to the supersymmetric action with local fermionic symmetry is also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The action for D-brane which is quadratic in derivatives of X and linear in F ij was recently discussed in ref. [1] , which takes the form
where we are considering a bosonic Dp-brane propagating in a flat background for simplicity, with µ = 0, · · · 9, and T p is the p-brane tension, with p = n − 1. Here the auxiliary field k ij is introduced so as to remove the square root from the Born-Infeld type action for D-branes [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ,
Thus the action given by eq.(1.1) is the analogue of the Polyakov action in the case of string [11, 12] (or corresponding generalization for higher dimensional branes [13] ), which is the linearization of the Nambu-Goto action. The only difference from ordinary p-brane is that due to the presence of the gauge field strength F ij , the auxiliary field k ij must also contain antisymmetric part. Gauge-fixing of D-brane using the static gauge was discussed in ref. [8] , where they started from the Born-Infeld type of action (1.2) and arrived at a gauge-fixed action which is a complicated non-linear action. Also a covariant formalism was studied in ref. [14] . Derivation of the ZH action (1.1) from the Born-Infeld type action (1.2) using a Hamiltonian description was also discussed in ref. [15] . Classical symmetries of the ZH action (1.2) for n = 2 (D-string) was investigated in ref. [16] .
In this paper, I concentrate my attention to the canonical Hamiltonian formalism. We also impose the "conformal-like" gauge condition along with the light-cone condition. It is an advantage of the ZH action (1.1) that it is very natural to impose such conditions within the framework of Hamiltonian formalism. We are then led to the light-cone Hamiltonian which is quadratic in field momenta. This is generalization of the light-cone quantization of ordinary string [17] and membrane [18] .
II. THE CONSTRAINTS IN THE HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM
To go to the Hamiltonian formalism, it is convenient to parametrize the auxiliary field k ij in terms of generalized shift vectors N a ,Ñ a and lapse function N as follows,
where γ ab (a, b = 1, · · · , n − 1) are the spatial components of the auxiliary field and γ ab is the inverse, defined by γ ab γ bc = δ a c . In terms of these variables, the action (1.1) is written as,
The canonical variables are (X µ , N, N a ,Ñ a , γ ab , A i ) and their conjugate momenta (P µ , Π, Π a ,Π a , Π ab , π i ), which are given by
The velocityẊ µ is a primary expressible velocity, meaning that it can be solved in terms of momenta, whereas the other ones are primary inexpressible and give rise to the primary constraints [19, 20] 
The notation ≈ 0 indicates that these constraints are weakly zero, meaning that they are numerically restricted to be zero but do not identically vanish throughout phase space. This means, in particular, that they have nonzero Poisson brackets with the canonical variables [19, 20] . The time evolution of the system is generated by the Hamiltonian
where n a ± ≡ N a ±Ñ a , i.e. for any canonical variable η, we havė 
Here, Σ, Σ a ,Σ a , Σ ab , λ 0 , λ a are the lagrange multipliers and they represent the primary unexpressible velocities. We must now require the primary constraints to be maintained in time,
The relation (2.8) determines the Lagrange multipliers Σ a −Σ a , λ a , and additionally they give rise to second stage constraints,
By requiring these constraints to be maintained in time, i.e. their Poisson brackets with H (1) vanish weakly, one determines the Lagrange multiplier Σ ab , but no new constraint appears. Therefore, there is no third stage constraint and the second stage constraints above are all the secondary constraints we have. Note that the Lagrange multipliers Σ, Σ a +Σ a , λ 0 are still undetermined. Since these are primary inexpressible velocities, this means that there are arbitrary functions of time and the time evolution of the system is not unique. Of course, this is a consequence of the gauge symmetry of the system, and any arbitrariness is associated with the unphysical degrees of freedom.
III. THE FIRST AND SECOND-CLASS CONSTRAINTS
Now, the constraints can be divided into first-class and second-class constraints. A firstclass constraint Ψ f is the one whose Poisson bracket with any other constraint Φ vanishes weakly, {Φ f , Φ} ≈ 0. On the other hand, the second-class constraints χ l are the ones whose Poisson brackets among them form a nonsingular matrix, det{χ l , χ l ′ } ≈ 0. For bosonic variables, this matrix is antisymmetric, and the number of second-class constraints are necessarily even [19] . After some long and tedious calculations, we find them to be given by: First-class constraints
Second-class constraints
The constraint (3.2b) appears only for n = 2. In this case, the constraint (3.2a) is a first-class constraint. Once any set of second-class constraints {χ l } (which do not explicitly depend on time) are found, the time evolution of the system is given bẏ
where the Dirac bracket with respect to the second-class constraints {χ l } is defined as
andΦ α andλ α denote the the primary constraints which do not belong to the set {χ l } and the corresponding Lagrange multipliers. In particular, when {χ l } is the maximal set of second-class constraints in the system,Φ α 's are all necessarily first class. In our case,
When any of the constraint depend on time, this formalism should be modified slightly. We should treat the time τ as additional canonical coordinate, and should introduce the conjugate momentum ǫ [19] . The Poisson bracket should include the derivative with respect to these variables, and H should be replaced by H + ǫ.
IV. GAUGE FIXING
The first-class constraints can made into the second class by putting additional constraints by hand. This is gauge fixing. For bosonic variables, the total number of additional constraints should be equal to that of the first-class constraints present in order to remove all the unphysical degrees of freedom, without imposing unnecessary restrictions on the physical ones (overfixing). We put similar conditions as the light-cone gauge condition for the string [17] , (and also for membranes [18] ), along with the transverse gauge for the gauge field,
where the light-cone index is defined by
. Requiring these constraints to be maintained in time does not lead to any new constraint and all the remaining primary inexpressible velocities are determined. This means that there is no ambiguity left in the time evolution of the system. Nontheless, the number of gauge-fixing conditions we put in does not match the number of first-class constraints, so there are still n − 1 local first-class constraints left. These represent time-independent gauge transformation of the vector field and the volume-preserving diffeomorphisms, and are given by,
It is easily seen that φ is a first-class constraint by considering its Poisson bracket with other constraints. That (4.3) is first-class follows from the fact that the only nonvanishing Poisson bracket of T a + √ γ∂ a Π with other constraint is given by
3) form the divergence-free part of T a + √ γ∂ a Π and there are n − 2 independent components among them. For D-branes which are not simply connected, one expects that there are also global constraints which remain first class, (for membrane, see ref.
[18]) but we will discuss only local properties for simplicity. It is rather difficult to gauge fix the residual gauge symmetries (4.2),(4.3) explicitly without overfixing. Therefore, we leave these unphysical degrees of freedom. At the classical level, one considers the physical quantities which depend only on physical variables. Also, if we attemt to quantize this theory, the physical wavefunction should depend only on those variables.
V. LIGHT-CONE HAMILTONIAN
As was discussed in the last section, now we have a set of second-class constraints which are enough fix all the primary unexpressible velocities, the time evolution of the system is governed by H in (2.5b), which can be rewritten as
Since second class constraints can be set strongly equal to zero inside the Dirac bracket, we have H = 0, and the whole dynamics are determined by the dependence of the constraints on the time τ . One hasη
where all the Poisson brackets used in defining the Dirac bracket include the derivative with respect to τ and ǫ. One can also make a time-dependent canonical transformation so that all the constraints become time-independent. The new Hamiltonian after this transformation is nonzero, which governs the time evolution of the system. Since we identify the time with one of the light-cone coordinates, this Hamiltonian is called the light-cone Hamiltonian. To be explicit, we make the canonical transformationX + = X + − P + 0 τ with other variables unchanged so as to make the time-dependent constraint G 1 = X + −P + 0 τ into time-independent oneḠ 1 =X + . Then the corresponding generating functional F has the form
Denoting the new Hamiltonian after this transformation by H + , we have
and the all the second class constraints can be rewritten in equivalent form which are paired as follows: and the last pair is removed. As is discussed in Appendix, these constraints are of the special form and the canonical variables (N, Π), (N a , Π a ), (Ñ a ,Π a ), (γ ab , Π ab ), (X + , P + ), (X − , P − ), (A 0 , π 0 ) can be solved in terms of the other variables (X l , P m ) (l, m = 1, · · · 8), (A a , π a ) using the constraints above and the Dirac brackets between these remaining variables reduces to the Poisson brackets. Therefore, finally, we have the light-cone Hamiltonian
and the equation of motionη * = {η
where {η * } are the remaining canonical variables X l , P m , A a , π b .
VI. SUPERSYMMETRIC CASE
The Polyakov type of action for the supersymmetric D-brane is also given in ref. [1] , which is
where
and
The last term in (6.1) is a Wess-Zumino-Witten type term. C is the formal sum [9] ,
where r-forms C (r) are the pull-backs of superspace forms C (r) = dθT (r−2) dθ for certain r − 2 forms T (r−2) given explicitly in ref. [7, 8, 10] . Γ 11 should be replaced by a Pauli matrix τ 3 when p is odd. The detail of the conventions for gamma matrices is given in ref. [8] . Again, this is equivalent to the Nambu-Goto type of supersymmetric D-brane action with local Kappa symmetry, presented in refs. [7, 8, 10] . The formalism discussed so far can be extended to the supersymmetric case in a straightforward manner, only the algebra becoming more lengthy and complicated. Here we will skip most of the tedious details and sketch the main ideas. As in the bosonic case, the auxiliary field can be written in terms of generalized shift vector and lapse function as in (2.1). Then the canonical momenta are obtained as in (2.3), with additional fermionic terms in (2.3a) and (2.3g). In addition, the momentum conjugate to θ is given by
indicates the derivative with the grassman variable taken from the right side, and W denotes the contribution of the Wess-Zumino-Witten type term to the Lagrangian. W has a form such that it does not depend on (N, N a ,Ñ a , γ ab , Π, Π − a.Π a , Π ab ), and is at most linear in time derivative of any field. Therefore the last term in Eq.(6.6) does not contain any time derivative. Eq.(6.6) cannot be solved in terms ofθ, soθ is a primary inexpressible velocity and (6.6) gives rise to a primary constraint
in addition to the other ones
whose bosonic parts were already given in Eq. (2.4) . Again, the time-evolution of the system is governed by
Requiring F α to be conserved in time determines half of Σ α , and no further secondary constraints arise except those whose bosonic parts were given by Eq.(2.9),
Classification of first-class and second-class constraint goes in a similar manner as before. The bosonic part of the first-class constraints associated with diffeomorphism and gauge invariance are already given in Eq.(3.1). In addition, due to the Kappa symmetry, we can make 16 independent linear combinations of F α and other constraints which are firstclass constraints. The remaining 16 independnent components of F α belong to second-class constraints. For example, when n = 1 (D-0 brane), W = −θΓ 11θ , and the 16 independent components of ((p µ Γ µ −Γ 11 )Γ 0 F ) α are the first -class constraints. We then impose the gauge condition Γ + θ ≈ 0, where
, in addition to those given in Eq.(4.1), and (6.10c) for n = 2. Again, H can be rewritten in the form (5.1), which vanishes on the constraint surface. By making the same canonical transformation as in bosonic case, we have
The second-class constraint which can be paired into special forms are given by where {} D(χ) indicates the Dirac bracket with respect to the only remaining second-class constraints (Γ − F ) α . For example, for n = 1, we have {(Γ − F ) α , (Γ − F ) β } = −2 √ 2P − δ αβ (α, β = 1, · · · 16) and the nontrivial Dirac brackets are given by
VII. SUMMARY
In this paper we considered the Hamiltonian formalism for the D-brane action which is written in terms of auxiliary fields. We introduced the generalized shift and lapse functions, which made it very natural to go to the light-cone gauge. constraint analysis was done in detail for the case of bosonic D-brane. We then derived the light-cone Hamiltonian which is quadratic in field momenta.
After this paper was completed and submitted to a journal, ref. [21] appeared in the preprint archive, where the light-cone formulation for bosonic D2-brane is also discussed.
